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Introduction
● Gifted students have affective needs yet that is not where the
focus has been
● The larger struggles reported for gifted individuals surround
affective areas (anxiety, perfectionism, social struggles)
● Affective strategies can be effectively used to support the
whole gifted child

Overview
● Why: Many are aware of what the areas of affective needs are
but lack the resources or strategies to support them!
● Affective Areas to Support: leadership, anxiety, emotional
sensitivity, perfectionism and risk taking, self advocacy, stress
management, self awareness
● Resources and Next Steps –www.basevillageforgifted.com

An “Ask”
At the end of our time together, you will be
asked to submit an exit ticket that lists
strategies you are planning to try in the next
month.
Please keep this in mind as we go along.
I will follow up with you within the month!

Traits
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1. Asks the questions. 2. Is highly curious. 3. Is mentally and physically involved.
4. Has wild, silly ideas. 5. Plays around, yet tests well. 6. Discusses in detail.
7. Beyond the group. 8. Shows strong feelings and opinions. 9. Already knows.
10. 1-2 repetitions for mastery. 11. Constructs abstractions. 12. Prefers adults.
13. Draws inferences. 14. Initiates projects. 15. Is intense. 16. Creates a new design.
17. Enjoys learning. 18. Manipulates information. 19. Inventor.
20. Good guesser. 21. Thrives on complexity. 22. Is keenly observant.
23. Is highly self-critical. 24. Is a perfectionist 25. Gets bored easily
26. Likes to lead and is sometimes seen as bossy 26. Has lots of energy
27. Feels like an outsider / different

Stress & Anxiety
Gifted kids and adults may dwell on things that may catastrophize things and they also struggle more
often with perfectionism

Overexciteabilities/Intensities (psychomotor, sensual, intellectual,
imaginational, emotional)
Intensity and sensitivity may create significant emotional turmoil for gifted kids (and adults)

Asynchronous Development & Executive Function
Executive functions of the brain (planning, organizing, self organizing, self-regulation) may lag behind
regulation) cognitive development. Affective and academic skills can vary widely and be
tremendously different from one another.

Social Development
Existential angst appears earlier in the developmental process for many gifted kids. Lack of
educational fit and peers can increase feelings of isolation and ‘not fitting in’

What basic needs are often missing for
us or our kids? How can we better
support these needs?

Defining Leadership
●

●

Gifted students can have varied
and sometimes contentious
relationships with peers their own
age
They can often take control of
things that they have a firm grasp
of and dominate social situations
Kid President

Addressing Leadership
Kids who exhibit high levels of leadership need opportunities to
exercise those abilities

Some may find a particularly charismatic student to be an annoyance or threat, but these
leaders-in-the-making can be destined for great things given the chance
EXAMPLES:Extracurricular activities such as Destination Imagination or team sports may be
examples of spaces where students can work to achieve their leadership potential,True
Colors- leadership personality; Biography Poems, Passion Projects, BIONIC- Believe It Or
Not, I Care

Defining Emotional Sensitivity

●
●
●

Overexcitabilities- emotional (emotional intensity)
Critical self evaluation
Strong attachments and emotions

EXAMPLES:
●
●
●

Self awareness activities that normalize experiences (readings, book discussions)
Leisure activities
Art and writing- descriptive of feelings, colors, music

Addressing Emotional Sensitivity
EXAMPLES:
Acknowledge and accept, then focus on goal.
Mindfulness and calming activities (Mindful Minute guided meditations, write worries/busy
thoughts then place aside, 4 square breathing, Self Hug, Tapping, Calming Stones)

Defining Perfectionism

● Gifted people often over-emphasize performance; being best, being
chosen as the exemplar, winning, not making errors.
● This may inhibit them from challenging activities/work in which they
anticipate failure or not being the best.
● Because personal value is often tied to achievement, anxiety and
depression may result when feeling dissatisfied about one’s work.

Addressing Perfectionism
●

Risk taking is tied to perfectionism. “Fun to fail:” games
are a wonderful way to create a safe space to take
risks.

●

Collaborative work and activities that focus on the
group, rather than the individual, may help the
perfectionist take risks.

●

Create a supportive environment in which effort and
“failures” are encouraged, emphasized and rewarded.

Defining Risk-Taking
●

Those that are gifted often experience trepidation when it comes to trying new
things because they are afraid they won’t be immediately good at new tasks.
○ High achievers may worry about their grades/GPA

●

This leads some to shy away from multi-potentiality because they are falling
back on what they know well.

●

This can tie into “Imposter Syndrome,” where a gifted individual feels anxious
about their own abilities and second-guess themselves.

Addressing Risk-Taking
●
●

●

It must be “fun to fail:” games are a wonderful way to create a safe space to take
risks. Collaborative risk-taking can be easier.
Consider participation points rather than an assigned grade for these
games/assignments

EXAMPLES:
○ Blindfold drawings
○ Deliberately choosing a ‘failure’ activity and processing feelings and ways
to eventual success.

Defining Relationship Difficulties
●

Gifted children may find it hard to relate to others who
are “not on their level”
○

●

May prefer the company of older children or adults instead

Strong attachments, a lack of ‘peers’, and dominant
leadership can all lead to relationship difficulties

Friendship Defined: friendship is a state of being friends; friendly
relation, or attachment, to a person, or between persons; affection
arising from mutual esteem and good will; friendliness

Addressing Relationship Difficulties
●
●

●
●
●

Identifying what makes a ‘good friend’
Identify WHO typically makes us feel good / happier
after spending time than we were before (and WHO
often leaves us feeling worse after spending time
with them)
Identifying other peers who have like-minded
interests to build a peer-group
Cross age friendships with safeguards
Purposeful play dates, strong mentors and buddies
(same age and older mentors)

Defining Self-Advocacy
●

Many gifted students are unaware of their own needs. This would include their
environment, how they prefer to work, social /emotional needs and academic
needs.

●

Most students have never been taught how to ask for what they need to
improve their experience at school

●

In fact, often attempts to self advocate result in them getting into trouble

Addressing Self-Advocacy
●

●

●

●

Kids need to become aware of their own
needs. This would include their environment,
how they prefer to work, social /emotional
needs and academic needs.
Providing various opportunities and offering
them choice with time to reflect, will help them
discover more about themselves.
They need to be taught specifically why and
how they should speak up to advocate for
themselves.
Have children practice leading Advanced
Learning Plan meetings and collaborative
group work.

Defining Stress-Management
●

●

Stress is a general feeling of
tension or being overwhelmed
Strategies for mindfulness are
being used more often, with
more resources devoted to
supporting student affective
needs

Addressing Stress
Management
●
●
●
●

Multipotentiality, perfectionism, and emotional intensity
can all contribute to levels of stress
Challenge catastrophizing beliefs
(The Work- Byron Katie; Cognitive Behavioral- ABCDE- Seligman)

EXAMPLES:
●
●
●

Mindfulness activities – to begin, middle, end days
Journaling
MBSR resources- palousemindfulness.

Our Sources of Strength

Stress Management
Community Outlets- non-competitive
connections and passions

Rest and Nutrition

Schedule down time. Choose 1-2 activities, skip the rest. Support groups
(such as SENG Parent Groups); trained counselors and psychologists for
severe and troublesome symptoms

Bibliotherapy and literature related to this topic

Vision Board- focused meditations
●

List words and pictures for what you hope for (think of hobbies, work, and interests that you want in your
future)

●

Put your vision board somewhere where you will see it often.

●

Focus on it.

Defining Self-Awareness
●

Gifted students may be coming to terms with how they are unique from their peers,
and it may be causing them some stress

●

Students need to “think about thinking” and reflect on their strengths

●

Recognizing and acknowledging behavior (risk aversion, perfectionism, etc) is the first
step at combating toxic behaviors.

Addressing Self-Awareness
●

●

●

Bibliotherapy
(biographies and
autobiographies of
eminent people)
Metacognition
activities
Group discussions
with other GT students
so that they can see
themselves in others.

Resources
Organizations and websites

●
●

www.sengifted.org- social emotional needs of the gifted (includes SENG parent groups)
www.gifteddevelopment.com - testing, counseling, gifted resources

Books

The Gifted Kids Survival Guide or Gifted Teens Survival Guide by Judy Galbraith
Make a Great Day: Daily Thoughts for Children by: Vanessa Ewing, Gail Stine, and Stacey
Pendleton (due on Amazon July, 2020)

When Gifted Kids Don’t Have All the Answers by Jim Delisle

Conclusion
●

●

●

The affective needs for the gifted are important
and deserve our attention
Supporting our (and our children’s) affective
needs is an ongoing journey, not a destination
With connections and resources, we can make a
positive impact on our / our family’s social
wellbeing

Exit Ticket- and Personal Next Steps

"Giftedness is not what you do or how hard you
work. It is who you are. You think differently. You
experience life intensely. You care about injustice.
You seek meaning. You appreciate and strive for the
exquisite. You are painfully sensitive. You are
extremely complex. You cherish integrity. Your truthtelling has gotten you in trouble. Should 98% of the
population find you odd, seek the company of those
who love you just the way you are. You are not
broken. You do not need to be fixed. You are utterly
fascinating. Trust yourself!"
Linda Silverman

